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The Future of Connecting Things
A Health Care Organization’s need for the Virtual Record Environment

Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Record Model development post-construction activities in Revit, Infraworks and
BIM 360
Construction hand-off data translated into a BIM 360 based FM workflow.
Identify, input and push building assets information across the BIM 360
environment.
High-efficiency building lifecycle technology integration in the cloud.

First and foremost – there is no one size fits all FM solution!
There is also no easy button to getting model set up and ready for
any FM environment. This is a commitment in time and in
listening to your clients’ specific needs.

Class Description
The Virtual Record Environment is the as-built project record deliverable intended to connect
macro to micro levels of information for a selected campus or facility. This environment will
provide the user access to the selected 3D models, the latest published sheet sets, and quick
access to any asset within the campus facilities.
With the Owner’s request in mind, the VRE maintains the integrity of design and construction’s
digital activities within BIM 360 applications, while also affording the compatibility between
design platforms required throughout the project lifecycle. The VRE workflow highlights the
migration of Building Information (Revit) across all disciplines and the importance of identifying
Assets of Importance to be integrated into the model environment.
The applications utilized are Revit, Infraworks, Docs, and Building Ops, Forge interface is in
development. Also, the migration of the Revit models across all disciplines is critical to ensure
the Assets of Importance are identified and integrated into the discipline model environments
consistently. This solution of the Owner’s request for a VRE maintains the integrity of design
and construction digital activities within BIM 360 while affording us the compatibility between
design platforms required throughout the life cycle.
But how do we verify the construction data and integrate this into the as-built model efforts? In
what format are models published and how do we define for the client team and for all future
projects at a given campus this third deliverable*?

Speakers:
Alice C Santman:
I am the BIM Director at Davis Partnership Architects for the past 3 years. I
have also worked with a consulting Engineering firm in Denver as well as
Metro Wastewater in Denver. My project knowledge includes high-end custom
residential, mixed use and most recently the Health Care Industry. The past 8
years I have focused my efforts on developing a complete and sustainable
lifecycle approach for our clients in both health care and commercial project
sectors.

AP Percowytz:

I am a Technical Specialist with Autodesk with a focus on the AEC industry.
My background is in Architecture where I worked as a Project Designer in the
Washington DC area. I enjoy coordination efforts and collaboration focused
with familiarity in both 2d (AutoCAD) and 3d BIM workflows. My project
experience includes Residential, Commercial, Healthcare, and US Embassy
Design-Build projects worldwide. As part of Autodesk, I have been focused on
developing and articulating connected workflows associated with Project
Design/Construction/Handover + Lifecycle.

Terminology:
Standardizing the conversation
First and foremost – let’s all get on the
same page with terminology. There are
a handful of terms which are being used
interchangeably and those definitions
need to be established, not just for this
class but for the VRE environment but
for the industry as a whole. So here
goes:
•

•
•
•
•

•

BIM - Common acronym for Building
Information Modeling – but let’s start
calling it what it really is…Building
Information Management
As-Built Model - The model(s) comprised of how a building was built in the field.
Typically combined from all design discipline models through CA activities and the GC
Team modeling and documentation through construction activities.
Record Set – PDF or digital set produced from the As-Built Model environment. Often
utilized by the Facility Team in overseeing the campus/ building/ facility
Record Model – The result of all construction data and discipline models combined to
provide a “new” existing conditions digital environment. This is the base point for all
future remodels renovations and additions to a given campus/facility.
VRE - Virtual Record Environment – the solution provided to the client as a third
deliverable to assist them in overseeing, maintaining and operating the facility. A
culmination of all the above activities provided to the client as a single source of truth
access point to their facility/campus
Assets of Importance – The single source of truth for a campus or facility set of all
installed systems, equipment, finishes

I step away from the AIA convention here as their terminology tends to be confusing and overly
verbose. For example….

The Deliverables

- what we have and what are the gaps:

Design Team Deliverables
1.
2.
3.
4.

Conceptual Design
Schematic Design
Design Development
Construction/Permit Drawing Issuance

Construction Team Deliverables
1. Physical Building
2. Installed Data of systems/ equipment – often by contract. Need to define to them via the
BxP the expectations of the post-construction deliverable. For example – if project
includes multiple buildings, then data should be broken out by building and level at a
minimum. If one building only, then break that out by level and room type.
Also know in advance how the data will be delivered; Excel Spreadsheet(s), Export from
an Assemble Systems or Pro-Builder, E-Builder, etc. This will allow you to plan in
advance how the construction data will be imported into the models and how it will be
uploaded to the VRE.
Client Facility Deliverable – The Gap
We will be looking at the complete lifecycle deliverable, scalable to technology and flexible for
client needs. This will include at a minimum the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

As-Built Sheet Sets – Verified post-construction As-Built Sets
Record Models – New existing conditions models
Assets of Importance – identified, integrated, accessible
One concise client-specific access point

Record Model development and the Data Migration
Verifying the Data in/out throughout CA Activities
•
•
•

Template development
BIM Execution Planning
Dynamo scripting

Template Development:
Now that you are the solution provider for the VRE Solution, the client environment will likely
need some template development. This might include a BIM Protocol and Execution Plan
Template, Revit Template and Content Library standards. The reason for this is all future
projects which may tie into the facility will want consistency in expectations from all future
discipline teams. Take the time to offer and develop this content. As the solution provider, it will
allow you to be the Go-To team on future projects and design development.

BIM Execution Planning – Establishing Accountability:
Let’s review the BIM Execution Plan and absolutes which need to be included. Remember, at
first VRE Solution engagement – it may be likely that a BxP is handed to you – it is very likely it
WAS NOT written for this type of environment.
The document must define in detail all expectations for gathering project data through
construction activities by all discipline teams. For example, all RFIs, CCDs, PRs – everything
must be maintained in the design model environment. Additionally, the GC Team must be given

guidelines as to how installed equipment, systems, finishes are gathered, format and export
methods to be integrated into the VRE scripting process.
It is also critical to define the data and model exchange methods – Revit model maintenance,
detaching from central using the e-Transmit tool in Revit, etc – a MUST!

Model Exchange, Publishing, Dynamo Scripts:
We can now gather the discipline models! Anticipate the site models will be coming to you from
Civil 3D and Navisworks. This works great as we build our Facility / Campus map overview
inside Infraworks and Navisworks.
Outside of the Civil Engineer, verify the Design Teams are working in the “true” Revit
environment whenever possible. MEP Teams included! I have heard some MEP firms state
that their work cannot be done in Revit as they need to be able to do calculations
…….whaaaaaat?
Their workflow actually is a huge impediment to this process. They work in the Autocad
environment which is fine for the single line diagrams and control diagrams. But to create
schedules from lines and single-line text is simply inexcusable in this day & age. I have
received Revit MEP model files loaded with import symbols of cad files which are placed in
drafting views and then placed on the Revit sheets. THEN – any tags in the Revit model side of
things (which is an after-thought) - are dumb tags. There is no data behind the modeled
equipment – this is a complete rebuild before we even get to start confirming the data installed
during construction.

So that BIM Execution Plan nobody wants to fill in, distribute or read – let’s start putting that to
work. Define not just the platform to be used, but the full expectations of what is in the model to
be exchanged – Smart parametric families, schedules which read those families, format for
model and data exchange. Knowing one’s expectations and assisting in delivering those,
makes this process start on the right foot.
I have also seen this occur with interior models – 2D DWG imports into a Revit family is not
useful to your client! Majority of the time, and especially in health care – the families are
manufacturer specific and can often be gleaned from the manufacturer. And with some smart
Dynamo scripts, those families can be scrubbed and made much more Revit friendly in pretty
short order.
So now we are setup to receive good models with data – or at least some data fields in place
via shared parameters. Next step is to get all models converted into new central models to the

hosting server – we don’t need any “can’t find central” messages. The models should be also
named in some fashion which identifies these as being your base “As-Built” models to start to
input correct data fields from the construction team.
One of the largest / biggest questions I am asked is how am I verifying the data for all
equipment, systems, etc in the as-built model environment?
First – trust your GC Team. The information they are going to provide during construction and
post-construction is vital to the end-deliverable. Since you have a solid BxP, you will be able to
request verified data from them and incorporate this directly.
Second – know the Revit models for the facilities are built to best practices, LOD 350 and in
some cases 400. This will allow parameter fields inside Revit to be populated with some simple
Dynamo scripting. This will also allow for quick updates to be made to asset data as
renovations and additions are made in the field.
A simple Dynamo script can be used to select the desired family category, identify the Excel
workbook to create / open, and feed the elements into excel. We can then update the Excel list
with the appropriate data fields which will correspond to our Revit parameters. Now reverse the
Dynamo script to send the information back into the model(s). Data from the GC Team is now
input to the Revit models.

Set the publish settings in Revit to setup the sheet sets as well as any pre-defined 3D views you
may be able to utilize for the client interface. Keep in mind, what is selected to be published to
the VRE site is to be used at the facility team level – they may not need to see working views or
schedules which may be used for “back of house” calculations and the like. Publish from the
model what will be most useful to the Facility Team to the Docs and Ops environment.

Once uploaded, let’s grab those Asset URL’s from the Ops environment after this export and
feed those into the Revit parameters as well. Similar script environment can be used.

Construction hand-off data translated into a BIM 360 based
FM workflow
Close-out requirements, upload to the BIM 360 System
Often a GC Team may not be set up to deliver asset data which aligns with the VRE needs. As
mentioned earlier, they may be using Assemble Systems, e-Builder, or some other construction
management tool which is specific to their workflow.

In these cases, remember that all your team needs are the assets of importance listed in a
simple spreadsheet format based on building, level, room type, department – whatever the
requirements which have been outlined in the BxP. Regardless of the system they are using,
information can be exported to a simple Excel or CSV file, a Word Document, even an RTF
format. All you should need is a list which can be fed into an Excel file which can in turn be
interpreted by a script file. Working with the GC Team will be critical to acquiring their
information in a consumable format.
Once this has been established, we can build, set up and run scripts, utilizing the unique
identifier and thread the data into the both the asset environment as well as the model
environment.

Verification of data from the GC Team is largely based on trust. We are requesting a data set
which they have installed – there is no further need to go to the field and verify the installations
exist at this time. And with the scripts running from a spreadsheet environment, we can easily
modify asset data on the fly from field visits and team coordination as needed at any point in the
process.
When a campus / facility does not have a 3D in place – perhaps this is a cad-based
environment – an optimal solution would be the bar code system where assets can be scanned
into the data base / spread sheet and in turn fed back into the Tier 1 & 2 data levels.

Identify, input and push building assets information across
the BIM 360 environment
From Docs to Ops - Asset input, lists, review and maintenance
A word on the levels of data planned on for integration to the VRE. The “Assets of Importance”
– are based on two levels of data sets:
Tier 1 Data – This will live in the As-Built and Record Model environments. The VRE Team will
establish the basic model data parameters required to be in the model(s). Even if the
parameters remain blank during the design process, these are critical as they allow for data
input at the As-Built verification process and will be maintained into the Record Model
environment.
Tier 2 Data – This will be the complete Assets of Importance list. Every piece of equipment,
system, finish, etc should be listed and accessible by the FM Team on an as-needed basis 24
hour a day – and from any device. They may never need to look inside a model to access this
information.

With these definitions in hand, the VRE team will have a unified expectation of the data set
types and how to divide them out.
Why have we broken this into two levels?
Revit is not the single source of truth for all data on a campus or for a facility. Revit merely
provides the 3D representation while the data is the backbone. The FM Team needs to access
primarily the assets, associated O&M and any warranty, location or service needs. They will not
always need to go through a 3D model to get to the asset. Many will be able to go straight to
the list and locate what they need via a simple search function.

For these reasons, we are maintaining Tier 1 level of data in the model for quick reference and
providing the Tier 2 level of data for asset listing to take a deeper dive and access any
associated documents and in some cases service tickets for a given system.
All models, sheet sets and asset lists are now “living” in a cloud environment. The user can
access anyone of the interfaces via user credentials. At the same time this is a working, live
environment, the VRE Team is maintaining a “back of house” server environment which can be
leveraged for new projects getting re-incorporated into the Record model, Sheet Sets can be
updated and stored for client needs, downloads and future design work.

Templates, Execution Planning and any governing documentation specific to the client is
maintained for reference on an as-needed basis.
As future design renovation or addition is commenced, the selected design teams will be
provided the guidelines as well as the existing conditions model to start their work. They will
have access to needed prior construction information to aid in their research for any new work.
The Record Model design teams are provided are completely scrubbed of all previous design
team sheets, legends, schedules, details and proprietary information. This is a 3D Revit model
only with basic overall floor level views and overall building elevations. Shared parameters are
in place for the round-trip back to the VRE.

High-efficiency building lifecycle technology integration in
the cloud
Client interface, cloud accessible, security, and maintaining the Record model
and data
But we can make this a more robust user interface. We can combine the separate user log-in
applications into one dashboard, built specific to the client needs.
As we develop the Forge interface for the VRE Solution, we can leverage the open API across
the BIM 360 as well as other API services to build and deliver what a client needs. This also
allows for scalability and flexibility as a client need increases as well as when a campus / facility
grows.
Additionally, if your client has multiple campus’ which is often the case in health care – you can
now set up a consistent interface across all sites utilizing the same standards and same
approach to data listing and management. These can also be managed administratively as to
which users can access which sites, which levels of information and which model environments.
We can also set permissions across the system to ensure security in downloads of any files,
electronic sign-offs for model usage, as well as how the information is to be utilized.
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